Marriage

on the Rocks

in America

(Here’s what to do about it)
The July 13 cover of TIME magazine boldly proclaimed that marriage in
America is under assault. The evidence is everywhere, from the breakup
of reality TV couple Jon and Kate Gosselin to the shocking affairs of
Governor Mark Sanford, Senator John Ensign, Governor Eliot Spitzer, and
Senator John Edwards.
Could anything have been done to protect these marriages? Relationship experts Bill and Pam Farrel
say Yes! From 30 years of extensive work with married couples, Bill and Pam have concluded that
every couple is just one breakthrough away from a great marriage. But great marriages don’t just
happen—you have to know “the code.” What is this code? Bill and Pam explain…

“The Marriage Code is a combination of usernames and passwords
that grant you access to the best parts of your relationship. When these
codes are in place, your relationship appears to be relatively easy. When
the code is missing, all the systems of your relationship are awkward.
You fail in your attempts to connect emotionally, your love for each
other is elusive, and you seem to disagree on just about everything.”
Bill and Pam reveal principles that will help couples whose relationships are on the brink of collapse—
and they provide tools and information to keep couples from a crisis point in the first place. They
discuss conflict resolution, communication styles, handling money, raising children, affection, intimacy,
self-expression, and a host of other critical components to building the kind of marriage that every
couple dreams about.
Relationship experts Bill and Pam Farrel are international speakers and bestselling
authors of over 26 books, including Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are Like Spaghetti,
The 10 Best Decisions A Couple Can Make, Single Men Are Like Waffles—Single Women
Are Like Spaghetti, The 10 Best Decisions a Parent Can Make, and Red–Hot Monogamy.
Popular radio and television guests, Bill and Pam have been featured on numerous
programs, including Focus on the Family, Truths that Transform, FamilyLife Today,
Janet Parshall’s America, Midday Connection, 100 Huntley Street and It’s a New Day.
In 2007 they were named to Focus on the Family’s “Top 10 Best Interviews.”
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Interview
Questions
±±Why the idea of codes?
±±What is the code a man needs to connect with his wife’s heart?
±±What is the code a wife needs to connect with her husband’s heart?
±±You talk about a “line” of security and success that exists in a marriage.
What does this mean?
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±±Why is it so vital for a couple to stay “above the line”? What happens when a couple drops
“below the line?”
±±What can help move a couple to a place where they are living most of life and love above the
line of success and security?
±±How has using The Marriage Code helped you through a tough time in your own marriage?
±±You have an innovative financial plan you give couples to help lower stress over money and
find a workable plan. What is your solution to couples struggling with this area?
±±In what critical areas does a couple need to apply The Marriage Code?
±±What role does God or faith play in The Marriage Code?
±±You talk about listening to the Holy Spirit in your marriage. What are some practical
suggestions you can give to couples to help them do this?
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Bio Sketch

Bill & Pam Farrel

Authors of

The Marriage Code
The Farrels’ latest book release,
The Marriage Code, is for every
couple who wants to know just
how good their relationship
can be. With their trademark
humor and practical insight, Bill
and Pam explain that marriages
operate by a code—a collection
of key words, actions, insights,
and attitudes that determine
how a couple’s relationship
works. When that code is
uncovered, love grows and
flourishes. If that code remains
a mystery, love gets buried
behind misunderstandings and
irritations. The Marriage Code
is packed with ideas for creative
code-breaking so couples can
connect at a richer, deeper level.

Bill and Pam Farrel are relationship specialists. They are the cofounders
and directors of Farrel Communications and Masterful Living,
organizations that encourage today’s couples and families by bringing
“practical insights to personal relationships.”
The Farrels are international speakers and authors of 30 books, including
their bestselling Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are Like Spaghetti (over
250, 000 sold), Single Men Are Like Waffles—Single Women Are Like
Spaghetti, Red-Hot Monogamy, The 10 Best Decisions a Couple Can Make,
and The 10 Best Decisions a Parent Can Make.
The Farrels’ books have been translated into over 16 languages and have
sold more than a half million copies. Their work has been endorsed by
Stormie Omartian, Steve Arterburn, Michelle McKinney Hammond,
Florence Littauer, Carol Kent, Stuart and Jill Briscoe, and many other
leaders in the Christian community.
Bill has served in numerous ministry roles and has experience as a senior
pastor, youth pastor, and most recently, as pastor to small groups under
Dr. David Jeremiah. Pam has served as director of women’s ministry,
a pastor’s wife, and a mentor. She is also the founder and president of
Seasoned Sisters, a ministry to women 40-65 (www.SeasonedSisters.com).
Frequent guests on radio and television, Bill and Pam have appeared on
HomeWord with Jim Burns, Truths that Transform, FamilyLife Today, Janet
Parshall’s America, 100 Huntley Street, It’s a New Day, and Life Today with
James Robinson, just to name a few. Their Focus on the Family interviews
with Dr. Dobson ranked in the top 10 for the year 2007. Pam and Bill also
pen a monthly column on relationships that runs in several newspapers
in the US and Canada, and their writing has appeared in numerous
magazines. They are also marriage columnists for Crosswalk.com
Bill and Pam have been happily married for 29 years and are parents to
three children, a daughter-in-law, and a new granddaughter. The Farrels
live in San Diego, California.
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Looking to build

a better marriage?

Follow this simple acrostic…

Mystery of love
Affection
Recreation
Resolve conflict
Intimacy
Activate Alarms
Golden Goals
Express Yourself

(delight in your differences)

(when things aren’t quite right)
(money matters)

(nonverbal communication)
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